Big News at Sprouting Seeds!!!

We are moving our project to a NEW location and we need your support.

2019 is off to a HUGE start for us here at Sprouting Seeds! After several years of living in our location here in Kalaw and 2 years of opening the café, bakery and eco shop the house has been sold and we have to move out by the end of February.

We are so happy to share that we have found a new location to move our family and project to here in Kalaw. The house is a huge property with plenty of space to grow and increase the reach of our work. The training centre now houses the café, bakery, eco shop, yoga studio and cooking classes. We will be able to grow each of these areas as well as new areas including; supporting local trekking guides, new mountain bike rental, a potential juice bar and more and more trainings for local youth.

Support Us Through Global Giving

With such a big move, we need your support now. We have many repairs, cleaning, painting & building. We have identified that we need a vehicle to help with the expansion of our projects. With bad mountain roads in Kalaw and the uncertainty of Myanmar infrastructure this is crucial for our growth.

https://www.globalgiving.org/projects/sprouting-seeds-learning-centre/
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